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FORTUNAPROVS PUL HESARLION THERMION AXION DEDAL ATN LEGAT IRAYKRONSTEIN INN. Absolute repetition and easyness of use. For the perfect hunt! Mozik Sell pankracical SU-230/PVS army version of Elcan Specter DR, 1-4 times. This is a very rare army version in FDE color, not the
usual black civilian. Grid 5.56 NATO. The condition of the lenses is perfect. Point/visible grid illumination. Complex: view, bag. The view is in Moscow. Price: Sold editing log next | Previous theme Payment Methods Description Features ElCAN SpecterDR Video Kit (under the SOPMOD program goes as
SU-230/PVS) until 2012-2013 was used as an experimental scene, but after rolling in the combat mass it went into units. At the end of 2015, the SU-230 optics were popular in the world's power structures, continuing to sing interest in airsoft and laser-tag hangers.     Elcan SpecterDR replicas have been
available for the last five years, but there is still no chance of playing in repetition of the combat interrogation complex. Sabzh is no exception - optics is a lite version of the predecessor GS088: constant 4 times, without switching to 1 x mode. Otherwise there are no differences - for entourage left even
switch multiplication (carries a decorative load).     Asian friends made a replica of the scene, as well as an original light metal, equipped with a fast-moving A.R.M.S. stretcher; on the upper and later parts of the scope, spare visible melee devices are available over short distances. The scope architecture
allows the installation of an additional open Docter colator (see GS103), for this purpose in the case of ELCAN, the manufacturer provided threaded holes. The view withstands the return of M4A1 (GBB) gas carabine to CO2. Type visible brand: cross-ranger Shortness: Fixed Increase: 4x Case: Anodized
Metal Sighting Lighting Mesh: Red Brightness: 12 Gradations Diameter Output Lens: 3V, CR1620x1 Length: 150mm Weight: Vision - 570 grams, or 770 grams along with packing Color: Black (BLK) Manufacturer: Factory in Hong Kong, manufacturing replica sights for brands as guarder, Action, G'P,
Samurai, etc. Sight (1 piece) Box (1 piece) Rag for rubbing optica (1 piece) Set of power items (1 pc) Social comments Cackle Payment methods Description Features Set Video Gleefully imagine a visible replica of third generation SU-230'PVS (Gen.3). In 2019, this is the latest version of the game on the
theme of ELCAN SpecterDR (army with the name SU-230/PVS). Replicas of this model are already made 9 years more manufacturers, but only now it has become possible to buy a really worthy, in our opinion, copy. Previously, our consultants discouraged customers from purchasing such attractions
(other than military reenactors and people involved in airsoft design) for a number of design reasons and external shortcomings. But times have changed and we think there is a decent alternative! Why is Elcan SpecterDR so popular?  It's simple - to date SpecterDR (according to sopmod a.k.a. SU-
230/PVS) is no longer an experimental scene, tactical optics have long been rolling in hot spots and won the hearts of SSPS operators around the world. At the beginning of the decade, there was a retooling of US troops with such sights, which made the scene interesting not only to those involved in the
design of the modern era, but also in previous years. The replica is like a battle scene made of an aluminum alloy (Gen.3 body) and is equipped with A.R.M.S. Personnel Facilities, and I anticipate the installation of an additional Docter colator (see #GS256). Soon, upon order, the buyer will be able to
choose a cast version of SpecterDR - a view with a fixed 4 x. The demand for novelty is extremely high, but our catalogue has received a quota of 5 pieces from the manufacturer. Your vision is sent to you immediately, that is, you have every chance to get updates before opening 2019. Hurry up and
you'll pay for the order. Brand type: cross brevity: variable Increase: 1x/4x Example: алюминий с маркировками Подсветка прицельной сетки: красный яркость: 11 яркость: 11 яркость Диаметр выходной линзы: 38ммПтяние: 3V, CR1620x1 Длина: 155мм Yоs: прицел - 630 yмм, или 850 месте с
упаковкой Cрaр: песочный (ДT, FDE) Производитель: завод в КНР, эщий элики прицелов для таких эркых марок как AABB и G&amp;P т.д. Прицел (1 шт.) Кобрка (1 шт.) Тряпочка для протирки оптики (1 шт.) Комплект элементов pitaniя (1 шт.) Чехол-подсумок (1 шт.) Социальные
комментарии Cackle SU-230/PVS-C (5.56) SOF Overrun 1X-4X *The Ultimate CQB Sight Kit* *SOLD OUT* NO COMMERCIAL SALES U.S. Military Only *Please Call for Discounts! PLUS FREE ACCESSORIES: Black soft case, Bikini-style lens cover (black), Lens cleaning kit, 3V lithium battery, I
Operators Manual ELCAN SpecterDR NSN: 1240-01-533-0939 SOF Overrun 1X-4X Articulated Telescope SU-230/PVS-C (1 0 0 0939 DFOV14-T1 (5.56) / DFOV14-T2 (7.62) PRODATO, Sorry Factory Message: ELCAN does not say obim sa manifold on the mind. Each volume goes through the battery
MIL testing performance and unfortunately some of it causes some dings to touch as best they can before final reception. In addition, the materials used are not all uniform, as they are selected on the basis of material requirements and then class III must be hard anodized, which is not good looking
anodize, but a hard surface that is almost impossible color matching in anything other than black (by the way, this is why we offer a DFOV line in black because every other color choice has color matching issues in Class III). We can only like those who need superior optical performance that meets the
environmental requirements of MILSPEC. Optional DFOV Add-ons: (MSRP = Mfg Proposed Retail Price /MAP = Minimum Advertised Price) We accept Gov't credit cards and we can submit invoices online SpecterDR SU-230 (Earlier Generation Model Shown - Right) is a revolutionary optical design that
combines the best close-up and precision of fire span combat functions into one, Nisko profile Dual Field-Of-View (DFOV) vision. Unlike typical sights with zoom mechanisms, SpecterDR offers optimized optical path and identical eye-relief design in both 4X and 1X modes.      SpecterDR SU-230/PVS-C
with its dual role capacity comes with an integrated LED that illuminates only the center in Red Dot (1.5 MOA) 1X mode and allows soldiers to safely move through buildings or closed areas, then immediately switch to 4X, illuminating the entire hybrid for long Low light use to accurately engage enemies in
the expanded area without changing sights.      Its own military reticle with circles is a combined rifle/machine gun optics and is calibrated 1-600 meters behind a rifle, and the circles are for beaten areas on the engine room. Beneath the main cross-hair w/4x magnification are 4 ballistic lines that ensure
the fall of the inflows 100m on the line. The 400 &amp; 600-metre drop-down lines are indicated. In each area, the width of the drop-down line represents a 19-wide target. The reticle itself has (5) Red LED lighting settings, (2) are compatible with NV. SpecterDR is half the weight and twice as high as the
ability to carry two ranges, without compromise for mission efficiency or reliability. Attached to the Mil-Std-1913 Picatinny base with A.R.M.S. throw lever brackets, zeros is incorporated into the integral bracket.      Naval Surface Warfare Center Crane has purchased these optical sights under NSN: 1240-
01-533-0939, as part of their SOPMOD kit called the SU-230/PVS-C Articulated Telescope. The state of awareness at both magnifications is improved by Ultra-Wide viewing angles and relentless viewing in low light conditions.      Dr vision has two visible fields. The first is a 1x single (reflex type) scene
with an extremely large 26°FOV (Field-of-View). The view includes an LED illuminated red dot reticle. This feature provides a shooter with both open eyes, an extremely fast target acquisition, a close combat vision that is required in modern urban combat. The second is a 4X enlarged scene with a
6.5°FOV (Field-of-View) that allows identification of the long-range target and the accuracy of the shooters at 600 meters using a reticle to compensate for the drop of the ball.      You can quickly reconfigure the view to the telescopic zoom area 4x by moving the lever on the side of the vision. This 4x
configuration allows the shooter to identify, control and accurately fire performance up to and more than 600 meters. Combat modes: CQB - 1X with red dot, both eyes open long range - 4X with ballistic drop reticle machine gun - 4X with red dot and ranking Mount Iron Sight - Emergency defense and
heavy rain Affordable gun weapons designed specifically for military, homeland security, police and security professionals. It uses a bright red spot for a quick finish near the quarters, plus the NSN Reticle range for precise engagement at 600 meters. * - Switches instantly from close buoy (1x) to
telescopic (4x) * - Eye relief (cheek weld) and boring vision remain constant * - Large, Low light exit zenica is i remained constant * - High performance coatings for low extended light performance * - Integrated lever-lock mount for optimu reduction vaga * - Rugged, Reliable Performance * - Shock
Protected Precision Optics * - Iron sights are visible to the extent Built to the same legendary uneven standards as other ELCAN® weapons interrogation systems, SU-230/PVS-C is shock and waterproof and will withstand the forces generated by repeated running.      When visible in a particular weapon,
vision can be altered by other ELCAN® optical and electroo optical scenes that are zero for the same weapon within seconds and without visible change at the point of impact. ELC556MT ELCAN Gen-4 SSL Optical Sight Mount (.223) MSRP: $560.00, KERIF Price: $478.00 Gov't/Law Enforcement: $Call
for Quote ELC145MT ELCAN Torque Knob Optical Sight Mount MSRP: $753.00, KERIF Price: $632.00 Law Enforcement/Military *Please call or email for discounts* Raytheon ELCAN SpecterDR™ deployed to U.S. Special Operations and Navy Seals Development of the SpecterDR™ 1-4x: 2003. The
key technological goal for Optics Day was to provide not only long-range, projected target capabilities, but also short range, positive, fast targeting capabilities for Close Quarters Battle... in a single way – a critical issue in the urban struggle. Raytheon ELCAN Optical Technologies has to do this by
proposing and displaying specterDR™ dual-visibility rifles with dual-role, high-performance switch 1x-4x dual field of vision (DFOV) combat optics.  Its potential has been incorporated by Raytheon ELCAN into user feedback, which has led to spiraling improvements that have resulted in a range of design
features™ which has made SpecterDR™ a dual combat view of roles matching the operational needs of soldiers better than any competitive offering.  Smart design and rigorous testing are further optimised for how vision was implemented as a weapons subsystem. In complete and open competition with
5 operational experiments against alternative solutions for visible solutions, specterDR™ dual-role dual-weapon was allocated 100 % of sopmod production requirements.  Users were 9:1 ™ all competing bids, while test data showed that it was overtaking the legacy of the solution. By achieving THE
SOCOM goal, SpecterDR™ dual weapon roles eliminate the need to transition between targets in combat by combining for combat fighters' true unity (1.0X) power for both eyes open close combat, and 4X zoom for precise targeting combat in one lightweight package. In addition to the daily benefits of
the operation, SpecterDR™ dual role combat vision has also enabled SOCOM to achieve all the benefits of its Clip-On Night Vision Device (CNVD) strategy.   Operators are vulnerable when switching between optics and switching always carry the risk of visual accuracy.   The use of CNVD eliminates the
need to switch between daily optics and night vision, as the CNVD is before optics day.   With SpecterDR™ dual weapons, operators now never have to switch between optics and never have to guess about the accuracy of the weapon.  SpecterDR™ is named SU-230/PVS in the SOPMOD Block 2 kit.
The Su-230/PVS-C as an integrated component of the next generation of advanced observation and civil defense requirements is the commitment to continuous product development and optical excellence in ELCAN optical technologies. ELCAN is part of the Raytheon Commercial Electronics group.   In
high-risk security applications (nuclear power plants, oil refineries and pipelines, water treatment facilities, port authorities, penitentious facilities), government agencies can more effectively identify, identify and neutralise hostile threats with reduced risk. Homemade | Contact us | About Kerif |  Export
regulations | How to order (702) 324-6463 / (702) 869-8451 FAX sales@nitevis.com or kerifnightvision@earthlink.net kerifnightvision@earthlink.net
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